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One sheet synopsis for TV Pilot  
A Faraway Look 

 
Logline - Post ecopacalypse, underground survivors emerge to discover neo-humans have rebuilt society aboveground. 

 
Comparable films:  THX-1138, Gattaca, Interstellar, Insurgent 
 
Audience Demographic  (Multi-generational, families, male/female, comicon crowd) 
 
Platform (Cable& Premium)  AMC, Showtime, HBO, Netflix, Amazon 

 
Episodic in nature.  Episodes will not always relate or cliffhang with one another. 
The "week-to-week Engine" :  

(Resistors know of another planet and how to get to it.  They must escape earth without Inheritors discovering the new planet.) 
 

Pilot Episode - Group A meets B.  (Provides the catalyst and backstory for the launch of the show.) 
 

Character Breakdowns: (Strong Female leads in both young adult and middle aged demographics) 
 

Group A (Survivors) 
Adrian - 40's, group leader, alpha, strong and uncompromising 
Gabriela  30's - widow, single mom, strong, smart, hydroponic farmer, Adrian's love interest 
Mirari - her daughter (14), gifted, clairvoyant 
Jon - late 30's Adrian's second in command, best mate, brains of operation 
Nathan - 40's Doctor in group best friends with Deacon 
Deacon - 30's Gabrielas Husband.  He disappeared years ago and is discovered alive and returned to the group at end 
of episode 1. 
 

Group B (Inheritors) 
Olen - 40's, Father of Dax, astronaut, husband to  strong and uncompromising 
Nola  40's - Mother of Dax, scientist, brilliant, key architect of the Alcubierre drive 
Dax - 15 Lead.  About to inherit, strong and stubborn.  Revolutionary streak 
Feltan - 14 Dax's best friend.  Transcended in episode 1. 
Merrick - 13  - Dax's friend.  Underconfident, geek but charming (helps to rescue Feltan)  
Illion - 50's The presiding ruler of the new order.  
Leiloni - 20's Chief medical officer in Siarin City.  Helps to bring Deacon back to Group A. 

 
Plot Summary 
 
The year is 2150. Long after the eco-pocalypse, a small group of naturalist, humanist underground survivors emerge from their 
refuge.  What they'll encounter will blow their mind.   They discover that descendents of privileged humans from the 21st 
century already rebuilt the earths surface and have the planets finite resources in their firm grip.  Having mastered eugenics 
and mind transference, they are able to transfer their consciousness from their own minds to cloned versions of themselves at 
any age.  They never have to die.  
 
An "Inheritor" may appear physically 10 years old while having the mind of a 40 year old.  In the show they are called the 
"Inheritors" reflecting their ideology that the strong survive and they have a inalienable right to dominate and master the 
world.  Everyone born is subject to scrutiny and rigorous testing at various ages to make sure only the very strongest and best 
are allowed to live because they will, in theory live forever.  Those who don't make the grade are cast out/killed etc. 
 
The surviving underground group is unknown to The Inheritors.  So they are a wild card that the Inheritors never suspected.  
Resistors in turn now have to deal with this super-race of individuals who dominate and control everything.   So the ongoing 
conflict between both groups  provides the various storylines and plots and the overarching engine of the story is the resistors 
struggle to leave earth for their new home without the inheritors discovering the planet. 


